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From an exhibit at the Yale Divinity Library, March–June 2023  

Italicized text is from “This Grand Errand”: A Bicentennial History 

of Yale Divinity School (YDS, 2022) by Ray Waddle. 

This page continues from Part 1 and Part 2. 

Bible Translation and Revision Activities at Yale Divinity School 

 

Starting in 1937, thirty-two North American scholars regularly gathered at YDS to revise 

the translation of one of civilization’s founding documents: the Bible. The Revised Standard 

Version Bible Committee of the National Council of Churches, chaired by YDS Dean 

Weigle, worked through thousands of decisions that went into a new revision of the 

American Standard Version (ASV), which had been in circulation since the turn of the 

century. 

 

Epoch-making as the RSV revision was, it was not Yale’s first acquaintance with far-

reaching Bible translation. Yale graduate Noah Webster (1778 BA) published his own 

revised translation in 1833. In the 1870s and ’80s, YDS Professor George Day, as well as 

two Yale presidents, Theodore Woolsey and Timothy Dwight the younger, assisted in the 

translation work of the American Revision Committee on the Bible, which published the 

ASV in 1901. 

The Old Testament section of the RSV Committee meeting at YDS in September 1952. From 

left to right: George Dahl, James Muilenberg, Julius Brewer, J. Philip Hyatt, Fleming James, 

Luther Weigle, Millar Burrows, Harry Orlinsky, Herbert May, and William Irvin. 
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George Edward Day, Theodore Dwight Woolsey, and Timothy Dwight the younger 

were Yale representatives on the American Revision Committee. 

Below, the first entry in a record book kept by the American Revision Committee.  

From the Divinity Library’s Special Collections (Record Group 34): 

 

https://hdl.handle.net/10079/fa/divinity.034


  

Dean Weigle and the RSV 

 

Luther Allan Weigle, Dean of the Divinity School from 1928 to 1949, was also at the 

center of a major undertaking in twentieth-century religious history, the Revised Standard 

Version of the Bible translation. The RSV committee’s work, which he oversaw for some 

three decades, routinely took place at YDS. When the complete RSV was released in 1952 

(the New Testament in 1946), it was an instant bestseller, and Weigle became the public 

face of the new translation in newscasts and celebrations nationwide. 

In the RSV office on the Quad, Weigle labored over a prodigious array of Bible 

texts, assisted after 1954 by secretary Anne Temple. Weigle was not technically a 

translator but a low-key, highly organized taskmaster who kept the effort on schedule. 

Bringing his ecumenical vision to the work, he hoped the RSV would be the universal 

translation acceptable to postwar Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox believers. 

 

RSV committee members considered recent discoveries in philology and manuscript 

evidence (including the Dead Sea Scrolls after 1947) in an effort to improve 

the translation, but they did not want to depart drastically from the ASV or the King 

James Version. The full RSV Bible was released in 1952 with endorsements from 

various major denominations, the acclaim of ecumenical leaders—and the 

condemnation of traditionalists who rejected changes to favorite passages and who 

mistrusted the translation’s sponsoring agency, the National Council. Charred pages 

from a new RSV copy, burned in protest by conservative pastors, were sent as a 

pointed message to Dean Weigle, the public voice of the RSV. 

 
 

 



  

In his article “Revision of the American Standard Version” in the Journal of Bible and 

Religion, May 1941, YDS professor George Dahl explained the process that the Revision 

Committee went through for every passage:  

So far as actual methods of work are concerned, the translation committee is divided 

into an Old Testament section and a New. At the meetings of these sections each 

member is assigned a passage for translation. On sheets whereon the Scripture passage 

has already been pasted, he makes his corrections of the American Standard text. These 

alterations are based on careful study of the ancient versions, commentaries, and all 

other available helps. The resultant rendering is next copied, and sent to the other 

members of the section for comment. At gatherings held at least twice a year, the entire 

material is gone over verse by verse. Eventually the combined Old and New Testament 

committee must pass as a whole on the final form. In the meantime. the suggestions of 

the Advisory Board are carefully weighed and acted upon. Quite evidently all this 

involves a tremendous amount of exacting labor… 

 
Below, a portion of the “Agenda” prepared by George Dahl in 1946 for discussion of a passage in Isaiah, 

from the Divinity Library Special Collections (Record Group 70): 

 

 

https://hdl.handle.net/10079/fa/divinity.070


Over a forty-year period, YDS had steady representation on the committee, including 

Old Testament Professor George Dahl (1908 BA, 1913 PhD) and biblical theologian 

Millar Burrows (1925 PhD). Serving on the later New Revised Standard Version 

committee, which published its Bible translation in 1989, were Marvin Hoyle Pope 

(1949 PhD) and Paul Sevier Minear (1932 PhD).  

 

Marvin Pope was the Louis M. Rabinowitz Professor of Semitic 

Languages and Literatures and professor of Near Eastern languages and 

civilizations at Yale. He also taught at the Divinity School and in the 

Religious Studies department. His scholarly specialties were the study of 

Ugaritic poetry and Biblical translation and commentary. He was author of 

El in the Ugaritic Texts and wrote two commentaries in the Anchor Bible 

Series: Job and Song of Songs, for which he won the National Religious 

Book Award. 

 

An excerpt from 

Pope’s reflections on 

his work with the 

RSV Committee, 

from his papers in the 

Divinity Library 

Special Collections 

(Record Group 135) 

 

https://hdl.handle.net/10079/fa/divinity.135


  

With the RSV, the School was associated with a cultural phenomenon–a Bible translation 

trusted by millions and used in congregations and ecumenical settings in ways that no other 

Bible edition has been since. 

 

Shown below are samples from the records of the Committee that prepared the Revised 

Standard Version of the Bible, from the Divinity Library’s Special Collections (Record 

Group 70). 

Notes for discussion of the Psalms show the iterative process of decision-making (before word-processing 

software!): 
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Luther Weigle’s handwritten commentary on the Agenda he prepared for discussion of the Psalms 

shows that there was often disagreement among committee members that had to be resolved for the 

final product: 

 



  

Examples of the negative response to the RSV from some quarters: 

 

 

 



 

The Yale Bible Study 

Since 2007 YDS has contributed to Biblical scholarship through the Yale Bible Study - 

https://yalebiblestudy.org/. YDS presenters have included:  

 

 

 

 

For more exhibits highlighting aspects of Yale Divinity School’s history, see: 

https://web.library.yale.edu/divinity/exhibitions. 

 

Exhibit curated by Martha Lund Smalley, 

with assistance from Ray Waddle and 

Dean Emeritus Harold Attridge. 

 

https://yalebiblestudy.org/
https://web.library.yale.edu/divinity/exhibitions

